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Supplementary Figure each with its own LC resonance tank, share the same supply and biasing and are physically adjacent to each other. One sensing oscillator is used as the active sensor and the other as the reference. Thus, environmental noise, e.g. supply noise or temperature variation, is correlated between the two sensors and is suppressed through time-interleaved differential frequency detection by taking the difference of the two sensors' frequency readouts. However, the noise from the oscillator active-core, often as the dominant noise, is uncorrelated and 10 cannot be reduced in the basic differential detection. (b) Correlated double counting (CDC) technique is implemented as two sensing LC tanks (one for actual sensing and the other for reference) sharing the same oscillator active-core. Switching circuits selectively connect one of the sensing tanks to the oscillator activecore. With this CDC technique, the noise from both the environmental perturbations and the oscillator activecore is correlated between the sensing and the reference readouts, and thus is readily to be suppressed through 15 differential operation. For the CMOS magnetic sensor in this work, the CDC scheme is extended to a quad-core configuration with four sensor sites sharing the same oscillator active-core.
between f sense and f ref for the basic differential scheme and the CDC scheme ( Supplementary Fig. 4) . (a) Sensor measurement for the basic differential scheme. There is a slowly-varying common frequency drift for f sense and f ref , which is due to the noise from environmental perturbations and significantly degrades the frequency detection capability. With the differential scheme, the common drift is largely removed, which yields a noise floor of 102.1 Hz, i.e. 101.1 ppb (parts-per-billion) at a 1.01 GHz center frequency, for the CMOS frequency-10 shift magnetic sensor. (b) Sensor measurement for the CDC scheme. With the CDC scheme enabled, noise cancellation is achieved and leads to a noise floor of 63.7 Hz, i.e. 63.1 ppb at a 1.01 GHz center frequency. This is overall 4.1dB noise suppression by the CDC technique in this measurement, which improves the sensitivity. In both plots, a fixed offset of 500 Hz is added to f sense in order to separate the two curves of f sense and f ref for demonstration purpose.
